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the Journal of the American Whitewater Affiliation

"Paddle back t o me, Pierre! You can't r u n this rapids w i t h o u t a courageous and competent
sternman!"

Now Available!

A W A SAFETY CODES (1977 Revision)
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A guide t o safe river boating in canoe, kayak or raft. Prepared and published by
the American Whitewater Affiliation. A must for your club, school or business.
100 for $10.00, 50 for $5.50r
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for single copy. AWA SAFETY CODE,
Box 1261, Jefferson City, MO 65101.
'Covers cost of printing and mailing
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3 THINGS

This Canoeist is Doing Right!

I
*

The high-flotation HARISHOK
(by Extrasport) is THE premier PFD
for whitewater use. Over 19 pounds
flotation (slightly less in Small model)
gives the Harishok 23% more buoyancy
than USCG requirements. The Harishok is noted for its designed-in allday, active-use comfort.
Now in Kingfisher-Blue;
a high-visibility color
available only through
your Blue Hole Dealer.
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ANSWER:
1. He's out enjoying a beautiful,
freeflowing stream.
2. He's wearing a Harishok PFD*.
3. He's in a Blue Hole Canoe**.
**BLUEHOLE CANOES; the tough,
rugged, PROVEN whitewater crashboats. ROYALEX hull, tempered aluminum upper structure. A well thoughtout and carefully engineered construction (not blindly copied from someone
else). The whitewater standard for the
industry.
Find out more.
Write and ask for
a copy of our
whitewater poster.

American W H I T E W A T E R

EDITOR'S SOAPBOX
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a hazard to himself and to his companions. We need to develop a sense of a
quality that might be called 'style.'
Good Style:
Each fall the Army Corps of EngiThe Mark of a Safe Paddler.
Stand on the bank of any river in the neers releases water from Summersville
country, alongside a rapid of Class I1 Reservoir in sufficient quantity to make
or higher grade and watch a group of a run down the lower Gauley a reasonpaddlers come through. Some will glide able act. As the water begins its turbuthrough effortlessly, creating a work of lent race through the dam's innards
conceptual art as they negotiate the the canyon fills to bursting with a crush
drop. Others show somewhat more ef- of whitewater paddlers of all sizes,
fort, the strokes remaining discreet shapes and skill levels. A sizeable perinstead of blending into a whole. Still centage of this horde consists of firstothers are clearly at their limit, the timers, up-and-coming K-1's and C-1's
strain showing on their faces and their lured to the remote canyon by tales and
arms, betraying the mental battle he is guidebook descriptions of the most
fighting for control of himself. Stand spectacular river run in the East. They
and watch this parade and ask your- are lured also by the Gauley's most
self this question: Which of the pad- commonly quoted epithet: the qualifydlers passing before you is safe and ing run for the title of Expert. While
which is in danger? The answer may many veterans no longer consider the
seem obvious but bears repeating: The Gauley a true expert-level river, the
most skillful paddler is the safest pad- death of Bob Taylor last fall underscored the capacity of the river to
dler.
Each time a story relating the ex- extract terrible payment from those
ploits of a local hot shot paddler begins who do not treat it with the utmost reto make the rounds the cries of "Hot spect. In a setting of unparalleled beauDog!" and "Irresponsible!" are heard ty and annual water release on the Gauthroughout the meeting rooms and ley provides a show of great slapstick
printed liberally in the newsletters. humor and, for those concerned with
Certainly, truly irresponsible behavior safety in whitewater sport, a rarely
must continue to be condemned, but equalled ordeal of teeth-clenching anxiCharlie Walbridge made an important ety. Many of the paddlers swimming,
distinction between mere foolishness rolling, and bracing their way down
and reprehensible conduct when he the Gauley have no more business being
stated that a paddler should be allowed there than Captain Ahab at a Greento run whatever he chooses so long as peace meeting. Yet, so far, all have
he does not make a spectacle of his emerged whole and breathing at the
act to encourage other, perhaps less take-out at Peters Creek and careen
capable, individuals to emulate his down the highways toward home with
feat. This is a fair and democratic posi- the title "Expert" plastered firmly
tion and yet . . . we still cringe to see across the inside of their foreheads. Did
obviously unqualified paddlers in places the guy who rolled six times and came
where they do not belong. Many white- out of his boat twice really run this
water paddlers do not utilize one con- river? Where is the dividing line becept that would provide a further cri- tween running a river and merely surterion for deciding when a paddler is viving it? To establish this difference
within his skill and when he has become the quality of style must be recognized.
VOL. XXII1/2
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Let's go back to the riverbank on
which we stood at the start of this bombast. Watch again as another group of
paddlers come through the rapid at our
feet. Again, some have grace and power
while others must struggle to get
through. If asked which is the better
paddler we can easily point out our
choice. The graceful, confident paddler
is obviously the more qualified. As the
difficulty of the rapids increases it becomes more and more obvious which
paddler is more skillful. While many
paddlers are calm and powerful in their
strokes in Class I1 drops, the paddler
who maintains a steady stroke and good
body position in a Class VI monster
is rare indeed. It is the ability to maintain poise that determines whether the
paddler has the quality of style. The
point at which style breaks down is the
point at which a river runner becomes
merely a river survivor.
The quality of style should be considered a prerequisite for judging a particular trip a success. Merely finding oneself alive and with a reasonably complete boat at the end of a run is not the
measure of mastery of a river. If whitewater sport is to maintain in itsmaturity
the excellent safety record which has
characterized its adolescence the standards by which we judge our abilities
must be more rigidly defined.
If a paddler flips more than a couple
of times during a day's run, then he
doesn't belong on the river that day. If
a paddler comes out of his boat, he
doesn't belong on the river that day.
If a paddler is frightened most of the
way down a river, he doesn't belong
there that day. While flukes may occur
and even the best paddlers occasionally
find themselves inexplicably swimming
through a rapid, these occasions. must
be regarded as failures, dangerous to
the paddler himself and to his companions. Open boaters may protest that this
42

parameter is unfair to them since a flip
in an open boat is an obligatory swim
but we must take the view that, for
whitewater paddlers, swimming
through rapids is unacceptable behavior. Obviously, the paddler who is just
learning the sport will have many days
where he has spent some time in the
water but beginnings are always hazardous in any activity and this will remain true in whitewater paddling.
Any river that can be paddled at all
can be paddled without flipping, swimming or being constantly afraid for
one's life. These conditions constitute
the basics of paddling "in good style."
If we are not to continue to-watch our
friends die in increasing numbers we
must learn not to paddle those streams
which we cannot accomplish with style.
- -

USISCA
1978 WHITEWATER PROGRAM
25 YEARS O F SLALOM IN THE U.S.!
RECAP: THE '77 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
SLALOM WATCHINGSPORT FOR THE SPECTATOR
NPR PADDLER RANKINGS
1978 RACE SCHEDULE and ICF RULES
$ 1 5 0 each

- .SO postage

Bulk orders (25 or more copies):
$1.25 each, postpaid

Quantities may be obtained on consignment
for sale at races and club functions; clubs
may keep 2% per program sold.
ORDER FROM: KENNETH KUCK
P.O. Box 1393
Arlington. VA 22210

Back issues: Whitewater Programs
$.SO
Slalom and Wildwater Posters $1.00
USISCA T-shirts (most sizes). $3.00
Please include 50c postage per order
for above.
0rder.from: Elizabeth Metzler 220 Hillview Drive
Springfield, PA 19064

SUPPORT USISCA
YOUR HELP COUNTS!
American WHITEWATER

Fluvial News

AWA CO-FOUNDER McNAIR later to stage the first canoe slalom in
RECEIVES SAFETY AWARD America.
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"He also co-founded, with Eliot Du-
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, Bois, the American Whitewater Affilia-
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CHICAGO-The Public Safety Conference of the National Safety Council has
named Robert Edwin McNair of
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, as the recipient of the 1977 Distinguished Service to Safety Award.
In announcing the award, John P.
Fleming, manager of the Safety Council's Public Safety Department, said:
"In his many years of distinguished
service to the safety movement, Robert
Edwin McNair has consistently worked
to advance the cause of public safety,
particularly in the area of whitewater
canoeing.
"If not indeed the father of whitewater canoeing in America, he has certainly been its most energetic and imaginative supporter, teacher and safety
advocate.
"Back in 1945, he co-founded a
whitewater canoeing club which was
VOL. XX11112

tion, a national organization for the
dissemination of knowledge on whitewater boating. He later served as the
Executive Secretary of that organization and participated in writing its
safety code which is recognized by
canoe organizations and by state and
national parks across the country.
"He taught canoeing for t h e - ~ m e r i can Red Cross and was first National
Slalom chairman of the American
Canoe Assn. With the Red Cross and
Buck Ridge Ski Club, he started the
biennial Red Ridge College of River
Canoeing to teach new safety techniques
to other clubs and organizations.
"He also started 'Paddlerama,' an
annual training program in basic whitewater canoeing for the Boy Scouts of
America.
"To spread knowledge of new techniques for safe travel on fast rivers, he
authored Basic River Canoeing, which
was published by the American Camping Association and is now in its seventh
reprint.
"Last year, McNair was awarded the
Anheiser-Busch Michelob Schooner
Award . . in recognition for his outstanding contributions in the field of
small craft, and for his efforts in the
promotion of canoe and kayak safety."
A native of Cambridge, Mass., and
the recipient of a Master's degree from
Harvard University, McNair is presently an engineer for the Westinghouse
Electric Company in Philadelphia, Pa.
The National Safety Council, founded in 1913 and headquartered in Chi-

.
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upstream to the base of the existing
Summersville Dam, submerging one of
the great classic whitewater runs of the
country and destroying a canyon of
extraordinary beauty and solitude.
The Gauley River Downriver Race was
one of the tools used by environmentalists to halt the project. The struggle
raged back and forth for years but now
fate has entered the contest and proclaimed victory for anti-dam forces
GAULEY RIVER DAM
(also known as the Good Guys).
Veteran WVA paddlers are aware
SUNK BY OLD TOP0 MAPS
that the USGS topographical maps for
A story to warm the hearts of white- most of the state are hopelessly out of
water paddlers everywhere comes to us date. In many areas the most recent
from Bob Burrell of the West Virginia maps available were surveyed before the
first World War. This was historically
Highlands Conservancy.
The Army Corps of Engineers has interesting but dismaying, particularly
been working on plans to build the when one finds himself in the main
world's highest earth-fill dam on the street of a town that is no longer even a
Gauley River in southern West Vir- fond memory. These conditions someginia. This dam would have created a times made it tough to figure out shuttle
lake whose waters would have extended routes, but even the darkest cloud has a
silver lining and the lining on this particular cumulo-nimbus turned out to be
solid gold. It seems that the Corps had
also been using these maps for the planning and design of their projected masterpiece. Then the USGS re-surveyed
the area and issued a new set of maps
reflecting the updated data. And therein lies our story.
The Corps received their new maps
and proceeded to translate their plans
to the new top0 maps. When all the
data had been translated (and doubtless double, triple and quadruple
HARCO RESCUE BAG
Throws Quickly By All Ages
checked) a curious fact was discovered.

cago, is chartered by Congress as a nongovernmental, non-profit voluntary
public service organization composed
of both individual and corporate members. The Council is dedicated to the
safety of everyone, everywhere through
education and the development and
implementation of accident prevention
programs.

Bright Orange Nylon Bag Contains
50' - 318" Polypropylene Braid Rescue Rope
With Permanently Sealed Ends
Bag and Rope 1 0 0 % Floatable
Stores Easily
Rethrows Without Restuffing
S

11.99 p o s t paid
HARCO

2 0 1 9 Hoover Lane
Alexandria, VA 2 2 3 0 8
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NEW TREASURER NEEDED
After many years of superlative service, Rosemary Gabler is ready to throw in the towel as
AWA's treasurer. Person's interested in filling
this vital post should contact:
Jim Sindelar
264 East Side Dr.
Concord, NH 03301

American WH ITEWATER
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The planned dam, the world's highest
earth fill structure, would soar 200 feet
higher than the rim of the Gauley River
Canyon. Apparently the cost of redesigning the dam would have ruined the
cost-benefit ratio so the entire project
has been SCRAPPED! Honest.
With the wisdom of hindsight, it's almost a shame it wasn't built as planned.
(Take it easy, we said almost). The sight
of 200 feet of unsupported dam structure waving gently in the breeze would
have made a lovely poster to send to our
Congressmen. Oh, well . . .

AMERICAN RIVERS
CONSERVATION COUNCIL
BENEFIT RIVER TRIPS

Thanks to the generosity of a number
of river outfitters, river lovers can explore wild and scenic rivers, and at the
same time contribute to the cause of
river conservation, by participating in a
variety of benefit river trips.
These trips, conducted by experienced eastern and western outfitters,
will benefit the American Rivers Conservation Council, the only national organization dedicated exclusively to the
preservation of America's free-flowing
rivers and streams.
The trips include:
May 15-20: a week-long raft trip on the
VOL. XXII1/2

Dolores River in Colorado,
with Preston Ellsworth's
Colorado-River Tours.
May 30 : a one-day raft trip through
the New River Gorge, in
West Virginia with Jon Dragan's Wildwater Expeditions Unlimited, preceded
by an interpretive hike on
May 29.
Jwne 16 : a one-day raft trip down the
Chattooga River, in Georgia
and South Carolina, with
Claude Terry's Southeastern Expeditions.
July 6, 7 : 2 one-day trips on the Penobscot and Kennebec Rivers in Maine with John Connelly's Eastern River Expeditions.
Aug. 5-12 : a week-long trip by sportyak
on the Green River in Utah
with Pay and Susan Conley's Wild and Scenic, Inc.
: a one-day raft trip on the
Sept. 4
Youghiogheny River in
Pennsylvania with Ralph
McCarty's
Mountain
Streams and Trails Outfitters.
Oct. 6
: a one-day raft trip on the
Gauley- River in West Virginia with Paul Breuer's
Mountain River Tours.
In addition, Martin Litton's Grand
Canyon Dories will give a "conservation
commission" on trips booked through
ARCC on the Owyhee and Grande
Ronde rivers in Oregon, and the Salmon River in Idaho. Hank and Sharon
Miller's Idaho Adventures will offer the
same arrangement for trips on the Middle Fork or Main Fork of the Salmon,
the Snake and other Idaho rivers. Class
VI River Runners, Inc. is including a
small contribution to ARCC in the price
charged each customer for its New River
and Gauley River trips.

Prices for the benefit trips are the
same as those normally charged by the
outfitters, and range from $25 for the
Chattooga and Youghiogheny trips to
$425 for the Green River excursion. For
further information on a particular trip,
contact Pat Munoz o r Howard Brown,
American Rivers Conservation Council,
317 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003. Phone: (202) 547-6900.

Please contact:
Phil Vogel,
Circulation Manager
P.O. Box 183
Hagerstown, MD 21740

WATERWEST
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O A N C R O F T WA Y
O E R K E L E Y , C 4 . 94710

AWA membership is down to about
2000. Considering the large numbers of
people applying for permits to run the
Grand Canyon these days (15,000 to
30,000), we realize that we are not
reaching the whitewater public. An aggressive and experienced chairperson is
needed to expand our membership beyond the core of readers we have now
and have had for the last decade.
We believe that such a chairperson
must be familiar with techniques of
membership drives and capable of obtaining and implementing low cost professional guidance in this area. AWA
will absorb the direct costs of the program. The Directors and staff will review and approve the plan of action and
assist in its implementation.
The AWA has already introduced a
large number of innovations in the
Journal format and the organization's
operations. We do not believe, however,
that these changes will automatically
boost membership. All of this effort will
be wasted if our membership slowly
dwindles. We need a dynamic and experienced leader to help us bridge the
gap between the longtime whitewater
aficionado who represents our present
membership and the exploding numbers of whitewater lovers we know are
out there. Your help is vitally needed.

3929

(415) 8+8-

NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP
CHAIRPERSON NEEDED

.
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Rivers Need Friends !
Join
FRIENDS OF T H E RIVER
401 San Migael Way
Sacramento, CA 95819
(916) 451-9955
Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for more information.

DON'T MISSTHE NEXT ISSUE!

RENEW NOW for 1978!
Send your address label and check
for $6.00 (club affil. $11.00)
to:

AWA, P.O. Box 1483
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
American WH I T E W A T E R

PRODUCT TESTING
MANAGER NEEDED

b

AWA wants to develop an equipment
approval program which will evaluate
performance and construction quality
of boats, paddles and accessories. As
the program is envisioned by the Directors, there will be one person managing
a group of testers across the nation who
carry out prescribed tests on boats and
other equipment and report their findings to the manager.
The manager must (after consultation
with industry and boaters) develop performance criteria for each article and
prescribe tests to evaluate its performance. The manager will communicate
directly with the manufacturer and
point out any defects that testers find in
the product and allow time for the manufacturer to make any necessary
changes. If such changes are made then
the product can bear an AWA seal of
approval for "whitewater worthiness."
If the manufacturer declines to make
any changes the tester's findings would
be published along with a reply from
the manufacturer for the public's consideration.
This program is vitally needed by
boaters across the country as manufacturers are beginning to flood the market
with whitewater equipment, both good
and bad. Since whitewater paddlers are
more reliant on the quality of their
equipment than more casual paddlers
parameters for judging whitewater gear
must be established as soon as possible.
The program manager must be experienced in whitewater equipment design and construction. He or she must
have enough time and imagination to
conceive the necessary procedures for
evaluation. The manager must be able
to develop a network of correspondents
across the nation to undertake the reVOL. XXII1/2

quired tests. The manager must be able
to convince manufacturers to provide
samples of equipment to the program at
nominal cost.
AWA will initially cover the costs of
the program, but we hope the manager
will develop self-financing mechanisms
for the program. We look forward to
hearing from interested parties immediately. Address all correspondence regarding this program to:
Peter Skinner
Rm. 4772, #2, W.T.C.
New York, NY 10047

THE VOYAGEUR
CANOE BELT
The Voyageur name and design is in the tradlt un of the early fur
traders of the Hudson Bay Company. They were expert canoeists. So
in keeping with this proud tradition we are pleased to present the
official Voyageur Canoe Belt.
The buckle is made of finely crafted heavy brass alloy. The bet
isthick. ruggedly handsometop grain leather, expertly dyedand finished.
Sizes: Small 26 to 30: Medium 30 l o 34. Large 34 to 38. Price
59.95 belt. 66.95 buckle. Buy both for only $14.95 postpaid and save
$1.95. Money-Back Guarantee if returned, postpaid, within 3 0 days.
Voyageur, Ltd., Box 512-A. Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201

pmmmmmmmmmmmmr
Voyageur, Ltd., 5935 Merriam Drive
IBox
5 1 2 4 , Shawnee Mission, Ks. 66201
1
IVoyageur
YES, please send me the following
I
Canoe Belt i t e m s . QUANTITY & sIzE
I
I BELT & BUCKLE (save $1.95).$14.95
0BUCKLE ONLY . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
I
ISIZE:BELT
o w . . . . . . . . . . . 9.95
I
SMALL 26 to 30; MEDIUM 3 0 to 34: LARGE 34 to 38. 1
CASH WITH ORDER: Make check or money order
I
I payable to Voyageur, Ltd.
IOR CHARGE TO: 0BankAmericard 0Master Charge I
ACCOUNT
EXPIRATION
I NO.
I
DATE
I
I
ICITY
I
ISTATE
ZIP
I
.

.

Lmmmmmmmmmmmmd
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Tom Clemow in Knifeedge Rapids. Photo by Karen Maskasky

MOOSE-BACK RIDING
by CarlA. Lundgren

The last 3.6 miles of the Adirondack's
Moose River fall, literally, into the Black
River at Lyon's Falls. The Moose River
has always been well traveled by canoeists and kayakists. The South Branch
flows quietly, with few exceptions,
through an area of the Adirondack Park
which is nearly inaccessible, down to
McKeever where it joins the North
Branch. Running from Old Forge to
McKeever, the Middle Branch is a popular open canoe route, the site of many
canoe races. The lower Moose traditionally begins at the Route #28 bridge
over the Moose near McKeever, New
York. Open canoeists are much rarer on

this lower section of the Moose and as
the drops become steeper and the holes
larger, covered boaters can be severely
tested. The iron bridge (second since
McKeever) at Fowlersville, marks the
usual end to the lower Moose and, sanely, the usual end of navigable water on
the Moose.
The entire Moose River is characterized by steep ledge-drop rapids with
comparatively long flat stretches between rapids. The rapids on the Moose
have a different character than eastern
Adirondack rivers . . . such as the Hudson with its boulder-strewn rapids. The
ledge nature of the Moose makes padAmerican WH ITEWATER
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dling very level-dependent: too high
and the rapids can become impassable,
rendering the river into a series of long
flats and short portages. But, below 3
feet on the McKeever gage, the lower
Moose becomes almost trivial for covered boaters. The normal covered boating season on the Moose River is spring
thaw and fall rainy season, -short and
rain dependent. The result is that the
Moose has had a mixed reputation great when right, impossible when
slightly higher, and -'yawn' when at
normal level.
Now that I've described the portion
of the Moose normally boated, I'd like
to discuss the last 3.6 miles of this river.
The BOTTOM Moose is that stretch,
beginning at the Fowlersville Bridge,
and continuing to the Black River. This
section of the Moose is not normally
attempted by anyone. When I asked
knowlegeable Moose River paddlers if
the 'Bottom' Moose was runnable, I
was met with skepticism about my
sanity and questioned about my desires
to portage dams and waterfalls, instead
of boating.
I realize I have a reputation for being
somewhat "crazy," and I do enjoy steep
kayaking, but the BOTTOM MOOSE
is, to quote West Virginia friends,
"BODACIOUS." The "Bottom Moose"
is exceptional . . in all respects. The
River is beautiful, some sections perhaps the most spectacular I have boated
in the East or the West. The Bottom
Moose is either flat or very vertical,
which makes 300 feet in 3.6 river miles,
impressive. The rapids have all been
run, though not at the same level. But
even with the beauty and the thrills
and the excitement, PLEASE, be aware
that the Bottom Moose is dangerous.
This will not be a "how-to" description. Every group who attempts this section of the, Moose should treat it like an
expert exploratory first run! Boaters
should be fully equiped and have throwlines, durable boats, and hard shell hel-

.
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mets; the Bottom Moose is not forgiving. Time is of the essence, the Bottom
Moose demands scouting each drop,
each run, since very small changes in
water level can dramatically affect runnability. It took three trips to reduce the
3.6 mile route to eight hours of travel
time. The "Bottom" Moose IS runnable, but only at levels near 2 feet on
the McKeever gage. However, this level
is often encountered even during summer.
When we started down the Bottom
Moose late last spring, Jim Muhlhahn,
an aggressive boater from the KCCNY,
Tom Clemow, an exceptional exploratory boater from Boston, and Joe Maskasky, from Upstate New York, were
willing to carry every drop, if necessary.
Six hours later we quit; still a mile from
the end, but we had had to portage only
twice. Two weekends later, fully addicted to the Bottom Moose, we were back;
armed with two bushwacking photographers, 4 cameras, throwropes, and an
EARLY start. By Sunday evening, we
had paddled (or snuck) every drop,
made two serious rescues, and taken
nearly 300 photographs.
The first falls occurs 400 yards below
the Fowlersville Bridge put-in. The
Moose River is squeezed toward river
left by a wing dam, a remnant of the
former Fowlersville Mill on river right.
As the dam ends, the Moose slides over
Fowlersville Falls, a two stage total of
about 40 vertical feet. This 4S0 sloping
falls can only be run on the extreme

L. to R . Joe Maskasky, Carl Lundgren, Tom
Clemow and Jim Muhlhahn.
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The river left channel is extremely
river right, essentially scraping on wet
rocks. The main current in the center constricted and jumbled with large
and left of the river form a terminal hole blocks from the adjacent cliff. The runwith a 75 foot downstream recirculation nable channel here narrows to as little
influence. This recirculation has been as 36 inches! The majority of the river
responsible for at least one non-boating flow moves on the right side of the island and drops about 12 feet in two
fatality.
Two kayakers since our first run have stages. Routes through here are not
had serious trouble here, including Jim obvious and vary with river level, but
Muhlhahn. On the second day of our the beauty of this area makes scouting
photo weekend, Jim successfully ran the an enjoyable diversion.
drop on river right, but tipped over in
The cliff is a tempting climb and not
the bottom pool. His kayak was moved impossible, but the return trip is much
upstream into the hole and gradually to more formidable. Jim and I spent 45
river left where the recirculation effect minutes seeking a route back down and
is strongest. Tom Clemow's immediate ultimately were forced to hike up and
efforts at pulling Jim out with his kayak around to reach river level again.
Following a brief pool, the Moose
were unsuccessful, but fortunately Jim
and equipment washed out after 2 to 3 widens and turns and falls over Upper
minutes of slow recirculation. Fowlers- Lyonsdale Falls. The mill at Lyonsdale
ville Falls is DANGEROUS, please is visible at the base of this 2 stage 15
don't ever casually run this area.
foot rapids. This is a delightful rapid.
Following two small ledges, the We've run it many ways but water levels
Moose turns left and with the same rock are critical and scouting will obviously
formations that create the numerous be necessary.
falls, the river is constricted between the
From the base of Upper Lyonsdale,
harder rock layers to form a 25 foot the Moose widens again into a pool bewide "Funnel." This drop is actually hind the dam impoundment for the
more difficult than it appears, when mill. The river is again split in two
scouting, since an impenetrable eddy channels (really three if the power canal
line blocks the only clean route through entrance and spillway is counted) by an
the Funnel. The boater rides this slop- island which forms the center of the
ing eddy line down the chute and 'oil river-wide dam. The dam is on the crest
cans' over a boulder at the bottom. Ill- of a multistage 40 foot falls, Lower Lytimed rolls or braces readily attested to onsdale. Best landing point is the island
relative durability of rock compared to itself, nearer the right channel. Access
to either shore is also possible since
body or paddle.
After meandering through a wide there is a bridge directly over both
gravel bed section and over two small halves of the dam. The right channel
ledges, the Moose enters a short but was run including the dam, but only afspectacular canyon. The river has cut a ter MUCH scouting and, as described
near vertical bed along a continuous later, not terribly successful. A dry river
layer of harder rock on river left. The inspection of the left channel this past
resulting 200 foot wall is nearly smooth, summer revealed the presence of several
without vegetation, starkly contrasting debris-chocked caves draining from the
the white water below. The river itself bottom or side of two separate pools.
is split by a narrow island of solid rock, This factor alone rules the left channel
into two channels. This is "Knifedge" unrunnable, even though it can look
tempting.
or "Cliffside" rapids.
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The smaller right channel slides 8
feet over a concrete dam, complete with
exposed pipe and re-bar, down a wide
chute to pile upon the face of a rock
wall. This 4 foot high pillow drains right
and left forming a narrow T. Because of
the water velocity, a kayaker has a very
short span of time after running the initial dam to get oriented and turned
right or left to brace into the pillow. We
learned that failure to make that turn
cleanly could be disastrous. After Tom
Clemow and myself ran this drop without problem, Jim Muhlhahn jammed in
the T. The nose of his boat jammed
against the rock face while the stern
pinned to the right side of the entrance
chute. Kayaker and boat literally disappeared as water broke over Jim, still
upright and bracing. As a precaution,

throw ropes were already out, as they
were for each rapid, and we were able to
quickly pull Jim out. His boat and paddle stayed; pressed to the head of the T.
After rescuing Jim's paddle and boat,
now with 3 inches of nose ground off,
we continued. Joe wisely carried, as
have the 4 of us since.
The only real play spot, with surfing
waves and two small holes, follows the
second drop of Lower Lyonsdale Falls,
adjacent to the paper mill and some 40
feet below the upper pool level. Lower
Lyonsdale Falls is exquisite, but the
presence of man-made obstructions;
dam, bridge, and mill, make it extremely hazardous to paddle.
With Lyonsdale Dam marking the
midpoint of the BOTTOM MOOSE,
the best and worst still remain. On our

Jim Muhlhahn becomes pinned in Lower in Lyonsdale Falls. Note the water piling up on his
back. Photo bv Edie Shiebler.

photographic expedition weekend, our
two non-paddlers hiked, ran, climbed,
and waded to photograph every major
rapid on the Bottom Moose. Shooting
almost 300 shots, Karen Maskasky, and
Edie Shiebler enjoyed the Bottom
Moose as much as the four boaters. In
the tradition of good photographers,
they continued to shoot even as Jim
pinned in Lower Lyonsdale Falls, resulting in the photographs accompanying this article.
Succeeding the Lower Lyonsdale
Falls, the Moose widens into a large
pool which for all appearances signals
the approach of another dam. But the
dam is natural and presents a nearly
perfect waterfall for running in covered
boats. At water levels of less than 3
feet at the McKeever gage, this is probably the safest rapid on the Bottom
Moose, but also the most exciting!
Scouting reveals that one quarter of
the river's width (ca. 75 feet) falls with
very little volume over a vertical 20 foot
ledge, into a 20 foot deep pool. PERFECT. There is no recirculation and no
under cutting on river right, though
river center is less attractive. This falls
is known for the large pool below the
falls. . . Ager's Basin. Our name for this
falls is '12 footer.' Having previously
scouted this falls, the author reassured
everyone in our first approach, prior to
our scouting . . . that "the next drop is
a little 12 foot falls." A considerable
underestimate as it turned out, and
thus the name of the falls. "12-Footer"
is like the first falls on the Big Sandy in
West Virginia. We repeatedly carried
our boats back to the top for reruns.
The entry into the water is so vertical
that complete pop-ups are common.
The landing pool for "12 footer" is
followed by a 15 foot slide which terminates with an awful looking hole at the
head of the Basin. The extremely frothy
hole however is nice one, with a gentle
demeanor and without much holding
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power. This incidently, can be a good
take out spot since a dirt road leads
down to the top of Agers Basin/"l2foot" Falls.
After some meandering flat water interspersed with a couple of small rapids, once again the river drops from
sight. Closer inspection reveals the onshore remains of still another dam, long
since washed away. This rapid is not a
classic. River left starts good, but continues into an almost unbelievable
strainer combination of tree and under
cut rocks. On the right side the water is
very shallow, moreover, the sloping rock
bottom looks indistinguishable from a
sure-form file. "Sureform" rapids has
been run but at a considerable risk to
boat and SKIN.
The character of the Moose briefly
shifts after "Sureform" from big drop
to big water, in "Powerline" rapids.
This rapid, marked by the obvious high
tension lines, contains two unavoidable
stopper holes. Though less than a quarter of a mile long, this is the longest
continuous rapid on the Bottom Moose.
Those holes in "Power~ine" are powerful enough to cause inadvertant enders;
and the second hole actually endered
an already upside down Joe Maskasky.
If energy and/or light is fading, the
logical finish to the Bottom Moose trip
is out under the power lines to the road.
The boating is essentially completed
except under extraordinary circumstances. However, the remaining three
quarters of a mile to the finish of the
Bottom Moose is BEAUTIFUL, and
certainly worth seeing the remaining 3
rapids, even if they prove, as is likely,
unrunnable.
Continuous with the end of Powerline rapids is the entrance to a falls
sequence which Edie has named "Crystal." Actually I said it looked like melted crystal . . . . Except for an extremely
scrapy sneak on far river right, this
multi-step (8-9) falls is unrunnable at
American W H I T E W A T E R
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DOWN THE URUBAMBA
by Tom Jackson
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The clouds parted briefly during the
flight from Lima to Cuzco. Below, the
6,272 meter high snowcap of Mt. Salcantay rose majestically from the dark
green luxuriant jungle forest. Between
two ranges, the treacherous Rio Urubamba was busily carving one of the
world's deepest canyons.
It's a spectacular river by any measure. From its source on the Quelcayo
Glacier, the river winds and swirls over
its gravel bed down toward the eight
km. gorge of Huambutillo, hurtling
past Indians tilling their fields. At Huambutillo and Ollantaitambo it drops
some 180 meters in a little over 80 kms.
-not impressive in whitewater terms,
but unrivaled in the magnificence of
the countryside and its unique history.
Known as the Sacred Valley of the Inca,
it is, at 2,500 meters, flanked by mountain chains with peaks soaring 3,000
meters above the valley. At strategic
points, the Incas built impressive fortresses centuries ago. Peaches, apples,
avocados, and exotic forms of maize
thrive in this climate where Inca nobles
built their vacation palaces.
The river flows down through terraced banks with intricate irrigation
systems, past small villages on towards
the famous ruins of Pisac. Approaching
Ollantaitambo, the river narrows, becoming violently turbulent below the
town of Chilca. It's here the Incas built
a massive fortress as a defense against
the fierce Antis Indians of the jungle.
Below Chilca and curving around
Machu Picchu, the river becomes impassable to all - a raging white torrent.
Ahead lie the rapids of Cocabambilla
and Sugar Loaf and the boiling waters
of the Urubamba as it races into the
Pongo de Mainique.
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This was the river we'd come to run.
Laszlo had been preparing for this trip
for more than two years and was the
only whitewater expert in the group.
This would be the first attempt to run
the Urubamba at high water level. My
sister Ellen, Peter (Laszlo's brother
and Ellen's husband), and I made up
the rest of the crew. Assuming all went
well, Laszlo planned a regular schedule
of commercial trips on Peruvian rivers.
We were family along for the ride willing guinea pigs before he started
down river with a presumably less tolerant clientele.
What follows are my observations
made during the trip arranged to convey the excitement and some useful information to anyone planning a similar
trip. I've relied on Laszlo for technical
matters, river classifications, and the
like.
For our descent, we used an Avon
Professional Raft modified by David
Goodman and Laszlo - a design
change which, since it may well have
saved our lives, I'll describe in some detail.
Laszlo first removed the rubberized
canvas flooring in all three sections and,
as shown in the diagram, substituted
one inch marine plywood in the front
and middle sections. Climbing web, attached with quick-release knots to Drings on the inner side of the raft,
supported the plywood. The back section was left open to facilitate reentry
if the raft flipped.
In calm conditions, the plywood floor
rides well above the water level, decreasing friction against the water. But the
real advantage is in rapids where water
splashing over the tubes runs out
through holes in the floor and around

the web-supported plywood. Instead of
swamping, the craft maintains maximum maneuverability at all times.
The wisdom of this design change
was not all that apparent, to me at least,
until our third day down river. Early
that morning we scouted downstream
and, from a convenient overhang, got a
clear view of class 4 rapids - very turbulent water, rescue difficult, generally
not suitable for open craft.
Unseasonably low, the river raced
through a 200 meter stretch of boulders. One raft-sized rock stuck up at
the far end of this stretch, and if possible, we hoped to sweep around it.
Ellen and Pete climbed the embankment with camera gear. Laszlo and I
pushed off.
With Ellen and Pete paddling, we
might have gotten through. As it was,
the raft, laden down with gear for four,
responded sluggishly. Even then, we
skirted most of the boulders and
bounced harmlessly off others until,
almost clear, the large rock we spotted
from shore loomed up. We piled into it.
Immediately, our stern swung around
and slammed against a smaller boulder
to the left. Our side exposed to the river,
the full force of the current flattened
the raft against the rocks.
To avoid a flip, we jumped to the
downstream side. The raft heeled over
on its side. Half submerged in the middle of the river, we hung on for almost
half a minute. Then Laszlo, with a powerful kick, dislodged the front end.
Instantly our bow swung downstream,
and we dived for the paddles. Then . . .
nothing. We sat in the middle of the
river. Laszlo's kick had popped our
open stern over the smaller rock where
it looped doughnut-fashion around the
rock and held us fast.
Alternately pushing down on the
paddles, we wobbled free, gliding
around several small boulders to reach
an eddy and pick up Pete and Ellen.

Water flowed past the large boulder
no less than five meters per second. Upended and almost entirely submerged,
our raft presented to the current an
area of some three square meters. For
that half a minute, over fifteen cubic
meters of water gushed through the
raft every second - enough pressure
to shred the original canvas flooring
or any other fabric. As it turned out, we
got through.
Each day the action increased. The
boulders were bigger than before and
the water faster. The volume of the
river swelling both from tributaries and
daily rains - running some 280 cubic
meters per second with 1.5 meter waves,
and so&e holes big enough to flip a
raft that entered sideways.
We pulled out at Chilca, Km. 72 on
the Cuzco-Machu Picchu - Chaullay
railway line, where the river churns
through the treacherous gorge of Torontei. It has killed most who have tried
to run it. For 64 kms., the river drops
some 22 meters per km. as it tears down
the canyon.
We reentered the river just below
Chaullay where the Rio Marauy joins
the Vilcanota. Over a hundred curious
Indians gave us a resounding send-off.
Though it bears the same name, this
was not the same river we had left 80
kms. back and 1,500 meters higher up.
River volume was up to 850 c.m.s. uninterrupted rapids
for ten kilometers
.
- and holes.
We camped our seventh night on the
river, two kms. upstream from Quillabamba. It rained hard all night. The
Vilcanota changes its name here. When
we pushed off next morning, it was into
the Rio Urubamba, now 1,700 c.m.s.,
and fast.
The churning water clawed at the
banks, gouging into and undercutting
the cliffs. Seemingly in slow motion,
great chunks of earth and rock, and
whole trees collapsed into the river.
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From below rose the grinding rumble of
countless boulders which were rolling
along in the grip of this powerful river.
All around us hissed an infinity of air
bubbles, bursting as they popped to the
surface.
In low water, on an earlier trip
through these rapids just below
Echarte, Laszlo and a girlfriend flipped
when their raft hit the pillow of a giant
boulder. The washing machine action
of the seething water had literally
washed the pants off the girl.
In high water, it was a different proposition: now that water covered this
massive boulder. Immediately downstream, it formed a huge menacing
hole. Another hole appeared on the left.
The route between the two led into a
three meter sliding drop with a breaking wave towering just beyond. We
pulled over.
Laszlo explained the all too apparent
hazards in whitewater terms. If hit
head-on, the breaking wave seemed
punchable, and the fifty or so other
breaking waves downstream looked
"O.K." The problem was to hit the
three meter drop precisely at the center
of the narrow V-shaped wake between
the holes and exactly parallel to the
flow. One problem with this plan was a
1.5 meter breaking wave, just upstream
from the wake, that might deflect our
approach and send us sideways into
the big drop.
We hit the 1.5 meter wave at an angle, and it came crashing over the side.
Holding steady, we got onto the wake.
Then everything disappeared. In one
smooth, continuous sweep, we dropped
into the hole and started climbing up
the far side. The bow rose in the air for
a second, then pounded on through the
big breaking wave and out into the
breakers beyond.
Having run the big drop in good
form, we relaxed - a bit too soon. A
hole caught the raft and down we went.
VOL. XXII1/2

Tons of water crashed on all sides.
Lacking forward momentum to push us
through, there we sat - surfing backwards umtream until random turbulence flic'ked us out. Later on, we got to
enjoy this experience and steered for
the holes.
Before taking on the Miraflores Rapids, we set out along the shore. A helicopter would come in handy for scouting jungle rivers. Lacking this convenience, we put in half an hour of sweaty
work slashing at the matted vegetation
-an effort that got us no more than ten
meters downstream. Since the rapids
might have gone on for hundreds of
meters, we backtracked.
As the river curved right before turning into the rapids, the four of us piled
aboard the raft with the idea of getting
a better view downstream from the far
shore.
So much for the plan. The river
proved more powerful than our efforts
at the paddles. Suddenly, we found ourselves hurled into the unscouted rapids
with two meter waves everywhere. To
reach either bank, we'd have to point
the bow one way or the other, and so
run the risk of being flipped by a breaking wave. Hitting each wave head-on
while working our way toward the side,
a "six-footer" spun us sideways and
into the trough -of a monstrous three
meter breaking wave. The steep face
curled over us, and . . we flipped.
I came out from under the raft on the
downstream side, still clutching my
paddle. Moving to one side, I saw Ellen
holding onto the raft, also with paddle.
(I mention the paddles because of Laszlo's repeated insistence that any equipment lost had to be replaced at astronomical local prices). Pete, it seems, had
jumped into the hole as the raft turned
over. He was left upstream behind us.
Laszlo was the first to get aboard,
using the floorless rear section and
jackknifing himself up. He pulled Ellen
-

.

in, then me, and we finally picked up now upstream, every which way, tossed
Pete who had lost his paddle in the hole. like a cork in a tea kettle. Dashing
Righting the raft, we took stock. One against the convoluted walls of the canpaddle gone and the food bag with yon, the torrent rages into great whirlcooking equipment and an emergency pools far vaster than any we've seen bekit. Not bad. Later, Ellen spotted the fore. Near-vertical walls block out the
paddle. The food bag may well have sun, and from over the top of the enclosing moss-covered cliffs, a multitude
reached the Atlantic Ocean.
Ahead lay the Pongo de Mainique, of waterfalls plummet down on either
the last major rapids on the Urubamba side. The roar and confusion is incredwhich promised to be the best of all. ibly magnified, growing greater all the
Unfortunately, Ellen and Pete now suf- time until thrust around the last bend
fered from the same stomach problems - the largest cascade of all - a fifty
that hit us all at different times. That meter arc of water pounding down into
night they decided they weren't up to the surging current directly ahead. Bethe rest of the journey. The next day we low the fall, an enormous whirlpool
relaxed together in the small town of swirls, formed by the cascade as it
Miraflores, upstream from the menac- strikes the flow - seven meters in diing rapids, and talked over the adven- ameter and two meters deep!
We steer for the side, straining on
tures we'd been through and what we'd
the paddles, getting nowhere. Times
learned.
Since Ellen and Pete were heading slows, and yet we are actually accelerback to Lima and then home, Laszlo ating, closing with the whirlpool. The
and I stripped away everything that raft teeters on the rim, and we begin to
wasn't absolutely necessary. We were rotate back upstream - our circular
traveling light for the Pongo.
course sweeping us around and under
Chacarares, a small town five kilome- the falls.
Helpless now to escape from the
ters upstream, is the last chance to get
off the river before the Pongo de Mai- Brink (as we later named the whirlpool),
nique. Below Chacarares, the Urubam- I clutch my paddle and burrow between
ba narrows dramatically from 100 me- the equipment, against the side tube. I
ters to less than 30 meters, gathers mo- suck in a last lungful of air as our bow
mentum and hurtles into the Pongo edges towards the falling torrent.
through vertical 100 meter cliffs - five
The raft shudders, jolted by tons of
kilometers of continuous whitewater falling water thundering down upon us.
with three major drops.
Battered under the firehose impact, I
Just upstream from the Pongo (a feel my body grow heavy, leaden, and as
Quechua Indian word meaning "gate- if in a dream, I seem to be swimming
way"), the whirlpools start. One, two endlessly.
meters in diameter, foamed beneath
Then suddenly, it was all over. We
our raft. We weren't steering for them were gliding over open water without a
then - later yes, but not now. Spinning scratch, away from the Brink. The
out of control, we saw our entire stern incredible Pongo - it was worth all
disappear into the swirl, our bow lifting the tuna fish, the oatmeal, all the wet
30•‹out of the water.
misery, everything.
Swept into the Pongo, all is confusion, our raft thrown from side to side,
sometimes skimming downstream,
60
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any level. The sneak route has the danger of boaters not staying up-right, ending in the mixmaster of river center.
Immediately after Crystal is a pool
impounded by a decrepit wooden dam
which funnels 95% of the Moose
through a power canal and into an obviously abandoned mill. While clambering over the dozens of six-foot diameter
mill stones on shore, curiosity got the
best of us. After scrambling around the
fence surrounding the mill and ignoring
the usual "No trespassing" signs, we
peered through what was once a window. As the light passed through what
apparently was the roof, we were dumbfounded to notice on the floor of the
mill, under yellow rain canopies, two
large OPERATING electric generators!! This discovery lessened the bitterness of water being diverted through a
'useless' mill, but not much. There was
not enough water to run this falls below
the dam, regardless of the 45 minutes
we spent trying to find a route. The only
recourse was over land! Jim and Joe
carried around on river left. Tom and
myself chose a more direct route . . . we
slid off the 25 foot high, dry falls into
the pool below. As a result, the aerodynamics of kayaks were judged unacceptable for hang-gliding.
The only remaining rapid before the
Moose River's confluence with the Black
River is again guarded with a dam
with the water being diverted off for
electrical generation. The "Last Falls"
is normally dry, much higher-than-norma1 levels are required before enough
water spills into the runnable right
channel. On those occasions, when the
Last Falls has had water, it has provided an exciting conclusion to the
Bottom Moose, both from a boater's
and photographic point of view.
The top of Last Falls is easily recognized by the bridge over the dam. This
road is also the usual take-out. The
VOL. XXI11/2

rapid begins with a drop over the dam
which rests on the crest of a 5 foot falls.
A short pool follows, and then a shallow
rock garden. Finally the boater rides a
20 foot wide flume down into a shallow
caldron. This aerated pool is very effectively stirred by a 75 foot long, 20
foot high, falls forming the left side of
this sheer walled mixing trough. The
wall of water to the left of the sloping
flume does create a "slide for life" impression but this is a more beautiful,
than difficult rapid.
That's the Bottom Moose, another
half mile of flat water and the boater
arrives at the confluence of the Moose
and Black Rivers. The confluence is
on the crest of Lyons Falls . . . another
story. The Moose is a shouting, whooping, howling, river.
MOOOOOOSE!!!!!!!
While teaching high school, my students once asked me on a Friday, if I
was going out and getting drunk on the
weekend. When I replied negatively
they assumed immediately that my
"highs" were with drugs. Those ninth
graders were not prepared for my explanation of the "adrenalin high" that
kayaking produces; but then none of
them were boaters, much less
"MOOSEKATEERS."
Much has been said on safety in previous articles and issues of A.W.A., as
well as on the beauty and thrill of kayaking, but after this article I feel a bit
of reiteriation won't do any harm.
Judge your own capabilities very care.fully, . . . the tomorrows will come, and
rivers will always be there, especially
this one, The Bottom Moose.

MOVING?
LET US KNOW!

these two groups. Over one half of the
commercial river user's family income
is in excess of $24,000 each year. The
same proportion of river runners report
only $17,000 per year! Commercial
river parties are ?4z female and noncommercial users are now only 'A female. 9170 of commercial river users
have never been on the Colorado before,
whereas, only 3070 of the non-commercia1 users have never been on the Colorado. Non-commercial users are younger, less likely to live in cities, and more
likely to belong to outdoor groups than
their richer counterparts.
Specifically non-commercial river
users are groups of friends, one of
whom owns a raft or two, and who
share the expenses of the trip and often
have kayaks or C-1's along for the ride.
The people on such a trip are more
experienced in whitewater. In short
most of AWA members are or will be
non-commercial boaters on the Colorado.
Who used the River in the past?
Before the explosion of white water
lovers in the late sixties, independent
boaters and rafters were an unknown
phenomena in the Grand Canyon.
However, applications for non-commercia1 userdays have grown from 7,600 in
1972 to a staggering 89,000 in 1976
while user quota remained at a paltry
7600, necessitating denial of 9270 of
these applications in 1976. During the
same period commercial outfits on the
river have averaged a 570 wasteage of
their 89,000 userday allotment! the
Draft Environmental Statement states
that:
"These data suggest that no citizen
would have been denied a commercia1 trip if all 21 concessioners were
contacted. At the same time, 81,488
user-days were denied the non-corn66

mercial sector in 1976." (p. 11-43)
what will happen to demand in the
future?
Based on past history, commercial
demand does not appear to be growing.
If it does grow, it will be because of advertising. Most commercial raft-riders
have rarely, if ever, seen whitewater
closeup. Their interest is generated by
word of mouth (about the fabulous and
luxurious experience) or by advertising.
Advertising clearly would ruin the
chances for any person specifically
interested in whitewater to ever get t o
use the river and therefore cannot be
tolerated. (If say 100 million Americans
developed a desire to go down the river,
the probability of whitewater lovers
using the river would be near zero!)
Non-commercial demand grew 9070
each year from 1972-1976. At this average rate the 1980 demand would exceed
a million user-days! I do not believe
that a 9070/yr. growth rate can be used
to project non-commercial demand,
however, because the applications include repeaters and parties who filed
multiple permit applications under different leaders within the group. Utilizing the average increase in demand between 1972 and 1975 of 68% per year, I
have constructed a chart based on past
experience demand projections, and the
proposed allocation quota's listed in the
"preliminary plan." You can easily see
that your likelihood of getting a permit
on the Grand under the proposed system is very small. However, if we go t o
the proposed plan outlined in concept
at the end of this article, our boaters'
chances will be a good deal better, a t
least until demand becomes very high.
Unless a fairer system is implemented than the one proposed, the rich nonboaters (generally known in the parlance as "the little lady from New JerAmerican W H ITEWATER

sey") will continue to enjoy the Canyon
and their poorer whitewater brethren
will suffer from a continual reduction
in the probability they will ever get on
the river. Clearfs it is onZv.fair that the.
commercial users wait in line with the
rest of us.

Impacts of the fairer system.
The last columns of the table show
what use would look like under the NPS
proposed system and under the system
I propose. As one can readily see, demand for commercial services will fall
off rather precipitously. Revenues will
plunge, equipment will lie unused, and
companies will fold. This is perhaps
unfair t o such companies.
The river itself may also suffer, some
say, because commercial outfits have
learned techniques to more carefully
preserve campsites and archeological
resources along the river. Also commercial raft-riders may be exposed to more
of the natural phenomena in the canyon
because the commercial guides may
know the river better from repeated
trips there. Non-commercial rafters will
predominate in river use and therefore
necessitate a higher degree of supervision and participant control by the
NPS.

The Proposed Plan (SKINNER)
Given these considerations, I propose
the following system for allocating usage of the Colorado:
A. Allocation of river ~ s e r - d a y shall
s
be
determined from a list made up of
both commercial and non-commercia1 applicants. The actual river use
will then more fairly reflect the proportional demand for this resource
by the two sectors except for the following:
a. Allocation of user-days to comVOL. XX111/2

mercial outfits shall never be less
than a base level established by
the National Park Service after a
study has been made by the NPS
or contractor and after appropriate public input on the unique
public purposes served by commercial concessioners, to be completed within two years.
b. Allocation of user-days to the
commercial concessioners will be
allowed to decline (until the study
recommendations are implemented) a t a rate of at least 2090/year
starting from the present allocation of 89,000 user-days per season. (20% is a fair depreciation
rate for raft equipment)
c. If the number of commercial customers picked from the waiting
list (In A above) falls below the
base level established in a and b
above, then additional commercial riders will be extracted on a
priority basis from the waitinglist.
d. Assignment of commercial raftriders to particular concessioners
will be made by applicant preference until individual quotas are
filled and thereafter by lottery.

Years

1

No. of Commercial
User-days
Utilized

Percentage of
User-days
Unsatisfied

I
I

I

A
1972

88,135

1973

86,264

1974

84,195

1975

84,709

1976

85,006

0%

1977

75,421

0%

1978

85,440 est. ($9576

WO

1979

85,440 est. @95%

0%

NPS

Skinner

NPS

Skinner

123,525

71,200

0%

42

1981

123,525

53,400

0%

57

1982

123,525

35,600

0%

72

1983

123,525

17,800

0%

86

1984

123,525

1980

1985
I

0%
0%

ROLLIN' ON THE RIVER
Iris Sindelar

-Y

>

b

$I

Ten years ago, whitewater canoes
were pretty much of a rarity among the
San Francisco Bay Area river tourers,
and those who could roll them were
even more rare. Walt and Kay Harvest
had been working on a roll in their C-2,
and Walt could roll the thing pretty
well. Kay had trouble, though, sticking
with the canoe long enough to try again
if their first attempt failed. She puzzled
over this for a while and discovered
that after a failed attempt, Walt was
able to stick his nose out and grab some
air, while she, being approximately a
foot shorter than Walt, was still several
inches under the surface. So he was
wondering why the heck she wasn't
snatching a breath so they could keep
on trying, and she was wondering how
in the world he was managing to stretch
a lungful of air out so long.
We were newcomers to the Bay Area
at that time, and our stable consisted of
a heavy banana-boat C-2 and a bulbous
yellow C-1 called the Ballena Amarilla.
Wanting to follow the Harvests' example, but deciding it would be more prudent to learn to roll individually before
attempting the togetherness bit, we
took our Yellow Whale along to the
1967 Feather River Races. There was a
fantastic big warm swimming hole near
the camp, an ideal spot for underwater
sport such as rolling practice.
At first, for some reason, Jim was not
all that anxious to start working on a
roll, so he helped me try it a few times. I
didn't actually make it, but came so
close that his ego stirred him to action.
He didn't relinquish the boat the whole
rest of the weekend. Soon he had
worked out a fairly reliable roll, and decided to join the Bay Area "hair" boatVOL. XXII1/2

ers on the part of the North Fork of the
Feather above the slalom site, a good
class 4.
When we got up toward the put-in,
we found that the group had already
started; but they told Jim to go on up
and put in, and they would wait for
him. I dropped Jim off and went down
to where the others were waiting. Finally he drifted around the bend - bottom-side-up. Shouts of "ohmigod" and
then the totally unexpected: slap of
paddle blade and grinning, dripping
face again topside of the boat. It was a
great way to break the ice.
When the annual Memorial Day trip
came along (on the Rogue River in Oregon that year), I still hadn't mastered a
roll, so Jim laid out this strategy in
case we should flip in the C-2: I was to
get out of the boat, he would roll it up,
then I was to grab the grab loop and
he would take me to shore and safety.
So there we were, backpaddling into
a river-wide roller because a kayaker
had dumped in front of us. Roaring water filling eyes, ears, mouth, sinuses
and, I guess, brain. Sputter to the surface, look around for a straw to cling to,
and wonders of wonders, a lovely cockpit rising perpendicular to the water
alongside me. I grabbed the top edge
of it, pulled it back down and wrapped
my arms across the bottom of the boat.
But where was Jim? There was a paddle
blade flailing about alongside the boat,
but it seemed like ages until his head
appeared. He was gasping and his face
seemed kind of purple.
It took three or four kayaks and
roughly half a mile to get us to shore. I
overheard Jim telling one of the rescuers, "I just don't understand it! I felt
69
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Iris get out of the boat, and started to
bring it up, and the blasted thing just
clapped right down again! I tried two or
three more times but couldn't even
budge it! Just as if a giant hand were
holding it down in the water. . ."
After a couple of nasty swims I had
developed a bad case of chicken-itis,
just about the time Kay Harvest was
busy with her third baby. One day
(again at the much-lamented North
Fork of the Feather) Walt noticed that
Jim paddled left stern just as Jim was
noticing that Walt paddled right bow.
They got into a C-2 and started messing
around. "Say! Let's try a roll!" Over
they went, and we spectators were treat-
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ed to an unforgettable sight: a paddle
blade appeared ON EACH SIDE OF
THE BOAT, each blade came down
with a mighty THWACK! and the boat
rose up out of the water. Two sprainedlooking faces eventually appeared beside the boat. "Maybe we'd better talk
this thing over." In the course of the
next two years, these two guys developed an instantaneous roll and were
able to take their C-2 anywhere a kayaker could go (and they did).
Once Jim decided to spice up a rolling session with an impromptu demonstration of the convenience of having
a spare paddle immediately accessible
on the deck of the boat. He had in-
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stalled a quick-release paddle holder on
the deck of his C-1 after a swim occasioned by a broken paddle during a
class4 descent. We had a cheap wooden paddle that obviously was unequal
to a good strong brace, so with his good
paddle in the quick-release rig, he
leaned out upon the cheapie. The electrifying CRACK! got everyone's attention. There was the bottom of Jim's
boat, with pieces of wooden paddle
floating nearby. Much underwater commotion, followed by the triumphant
snap of the roll.
In California, rolling practice during
a river trip can be lots of fun because
the air is generally warm even if the
water is cold, and sometimes even the
water is warm. However, we moved to
the Northeast before I got the roll
mastered, and when the water temperature is approximately 32 degrees F, and
the air temperature scarcely higher,
there's nothing enticing about roll practice on the river. One winter we had
access to a college pool for a few weeks,
so we really worked on our C-2 roll.
With at least one of us feeling dauntless, we entered the earliest slalom of
the year. A slight miscalculation in a
swift jet, and it was roll time.
We swung into action underneath
the boat. My hands felt very strange.
There was no paddle in them! The boat
was starting to come up, and I slapped
the water furiously with my pitiful
flippers as we approached the hairy
edge of uprightness. Not good enough.
We ended up crawling through the
snow on the bank.
I had one more chance to try a river
roll before knee surgery ended my
career as a canoeist. We flipped during
the descent into a quiet pool a few
yards short of the finish line of a slalom.
What a fantastic place to show off our
hard-practiced roll! "Why the hell
did you get out of the boat? You
couldn't have PICKED a better place
VOL. XXI1112

to try a roll!" A rock had knocked my
paddle out of my hands on the way over.
The spare paddle was at Jim's end of
the boat, out of my reach.
I still don't know what it's like, rollin'
on the river. When I'm upside down
in my kayak, Panic screams, "You fool,
you're no fish, get your head out of the
water!" But I hear that first roll under
fire is as heady as a glass of champagne.
That's what I'll think about next time
my head is down amongst the bubbles.

I

MOVING?
LETUS KNOW!
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USISCA
1978 WHITEWATER PROGRAM
25 YEARS O F SLALOM IN THE U.S.!
RECAP: T H E '77 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
SLALOM WATCHINGSPORT FOR THE SPECTATOR
NPR PADDLER RANKINGS
1978 RACE SCHEDULE and ICF RULES
$1.SO each - .SO postage

Bulk orders (25 or more copies):
$1.25 each, postpaid

Quantities may be obtained on consignment
for sale at races and club functions; clubs
may keep 2Sc per program sold.

O R D E R FROM: KENNETH KUCK
P.O. Box 1393
Arlingtort. VA 22210

Back issues: Whitewater Programs
$.-So
Slalom and Wildwater Posters $1.00
USISCA T-shirts (most sizes) $3.00
Please include 50c postage per order
for above.

SUPPORT USISCA
YOUR HELP COUNTS!

UPSTREAM
Next issue we'll have a story from Ted
Steinway about Edi Pawlata, the man
who brought the Eskimo Roll to Europe; an account of a run of the North
Fork of the Payette in Idaho by Bob
Walker; a report on the Wilderness

Public Rights Fund from Steve LaPrade; a report on a River Safety Symposium in North Carolina, plus anything else YOU decide to write. All
this and our usual collection of great
photos, humor and news.

BOOK REVIEW

landowners, largely a result of misunderstandings created by poor communication, has made establishment of
Scenic corridors a very difficult and unpleasant process.
The book begins with a review of the
salient points of the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act, pointing out the
limitations of this valuable tool for river
conservation. It then goes on to assess
the effectiveness of the act so far. (The
verdict? It's working, but slowly.)
Many rivers however, are not suited for
national protection for various reasons,
and must be protected by other means.
Flowing Free outlines these alternative
measures, including state and local
protection and
by private
landowners. The authors also include
three case histories to illustrate the procedures and the amount of work necessary to protect a particular river. The
rivers discussed are the Obed in Tennessee, recently acquired by the National Park Service, the Missouri and the
Little Miami in Ohio.
Every paddler should own a copy of
this book, for two reasons: First, the
purchase price of $3.25 goes to fund the
efforts of the Conservation Fund in its
continuing educational research on the
ways of preserving the remnants of
America's free-flowing rivers. This
small financial commitment is the

Flowing Free by the River Conservation
Fund, Reviewed by Bill Kirby

To those of us who are baffled by the
complexities of environmental law, this
book comes as a gift from the gods. In
this slim volume the River conservation
Fund, the tax exempt affiliate of the
American Rivers Conservation Council,
has decoded the legalistic jargon that
assaults those interested in river preservation and presents an easy to understand outline of the provisions of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
In addition, the book suggests courses
of action for those who would like to initiate conservation movements for
streams in their locality.
The information in Flowing Free obviously comes from a great deal of experience. The book is written from an
extremely pragmatic viewpoint, pointing out the concerns of landowners and
local citizens when they are presented
with the proposed federal or state
"take-over" of their land. The authors
point out the dangers of taking an inflexible stand in matters of stream conservation. a lesson that has beenlearned
the hard way in such areas as the Upper
Youghiogheny and the Upper Potomac.
In these areas the resentment of local
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minimum a paddler can be expected to KNEE HOOKS - Improved performance . . .
controlled nose stands . . . bullet-proof rolls
make. Second, each paddler should bewith custom-grip-fit knee braces. Fits Hollowcome active in river conservation to
form or any boat with similar deck. Easy to
some degree and this book gives the
install. $5 from Mr. Marty's Alterations, Box
186, Vallecito, CA 95251.
citizen the information he needs to become a force in the struggle. The vast SPECIAL SLALOM K-1 - Kevlar 49 and Snumber of development-conservation
Glass, Ethafoam walls, outside seams. New
conflicts extant in the nation guaran$350. Eric Bader (203)272-6210.
tees each paddler an issue which is both
CANYONLANDS KAYAK SUPPORT
close to home and relevant to his recre- UTAH:
TRIP - September 7 through 16. 10 days on
ational activities upon which he can
the Green and Colorado through Labyrinth,
exert his energy. Also, surprisingly, the
Stillwater, and Cataract canyons and down
Lake Powell for 20 decked boaters. The trip is
book reads well and even a reader
river
flatwater interspersed with several backwhose interest in environmental law is
packing side hikes and highlights 15 miles of
lukewarm will find much to snag his
challenging whitewater. Lots of playing and enattention. The book is illustrated generjoying the environment with experienced
Guides. Write for details to Nantahala Outously with excellent photographs indoor Center, Inc., Star Route, Box 68, Bryson
cluding some of paddlers' favorite
City, NC 28713 or call 704-488-6407.
places.
If we are to have any rivers left for the CANOE INSTRUCTOR/Connselor M/F wanted
-Prestige childrens summer camp - Adironnext generation of paddlers we must
dacks -Write: Halsband, 300 West End Ave.,
start now to preserve what we have. The
New York, NY 10023.
River Conservation Council has produced a valuable tool to achieve that GUIDES WANTED- Whitewater Voyage has a
number of full-time and part-time guide posigoal. The citizens must now begin to
tions
open in its California, Oregon and Pacific
utilize this tool to its maximum efficiCoast operation. Contact: Bill McGinnis,
ency. The book is available at many
Whitewater Voyages, 1225 Liberty St., El Ceroutdoor equipment retail stores. (If
rito, CA 94530 Phone: (415) 236-7219.
it's not available at your local store ask
them WHY NOT. Pointedly.) It can RIVER CANOEING AND KAYAKING CAMPS
- 50 miles of class I-V paddling. Nationally
also be ordered directly from:
certified instruction. Live-in at mountain lodge.
The River Conservation Fund
317 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

All ages. Food, all equipment provided. Weeklong sessions in June and July. For brochure,
write: White Water Sports, 6820-w Roosevelt
Way N.E., Seattle, WA 98115. (206) 523-5150.

NEW CHA'ITOOGA River T o p Map - WaterCLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES: 30c per word. Send to
AWA Editor, Bill Kirby, 9910 Fairfax Sq. #83
Fairfax, VA 22031.

NEOPRENE SKIRTS/FLOTATION/OTHER
ACCESSORIES -Write for details. Dauber
Canoe & Kayak Box 59W, Washington X'ing
PA 18977.
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proof with rapid ratings, pictures, camping
areas and shuttle roads. Send $4.25 to River
Runners, P.O. Box 64, Liberty, SC 29657.

FILM - TO KAYAK -All about whitewater
kayaking. For teaching and learning, recruiting, program. TO KAYAK is recommended by
editors of AWA Journal and Wilderness Camping. 33 min, color, sound, 16 mm by Peg Dice.
Rental $35, sale $350 from BODACIOUS
FILMS, 2022 Day St., Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

AWA Affiliates
ALASKA
Knik K a w e r s & Kavaken
Ed Swanson
3014 Columbia
Anchorage. AK 99504

ARKANSAS

Adreohrea, h.
Gary Morgan
2905 N. Taylor
Little Rock. AR 72207
Arkansls Canoe Club
Carla Freund
1408 Rockwood Tr.
Fayetteville. AR 72701
IbeBow&Staa

Joel 5. Freund
440 Mission Blvd.
Fayetteville. AR 72701
O u r k Mountain Onoe a u b
Les Long
Star Rt. 1
Russellville. AR 72801

Ron Ceurvorst
3906 S. Menlo Ave.
Los Ansies.
- CA 90037
LERC V o y q m n Came & Kay* Club
Leon Hannah
12814 Arminta St.
N. Hollywood. CA 91605

1. A. Rose
P.O. Box 1238
Vista. CA 92083
sum Omtlag Club
P.O. Box 5622
Orange, CA 92667
Sierra Club
Loma Prieta Paddlers
Kathy Blau
2710 Ramona St.
Palo Alto. CA 94306
National Friends of the River
Marcel M. Hcrnandrc
1'464 Menalto Ave.
Menio Park. CA 94025
Idlewild Yacht Club
Boh Symon. Rep.
800 Market St.
San Francisco CA 94102
Sierra Club River Touring
Bay Chapter
'Tom Allun
1443 Napa
Berkelev. CA 94707
Antiach Whitewater Club
Mar Younp. Pres.
40 N. Lake Ur.
Antinch, CA 94509
Whitewater Voyaged
River Explonlion, Ltd.
W. McGinnis
1225 Lihertr St.
!3 Cerrito, CA 94530
The Bear Boaters
Philip C. Lang
6925 Wilton Dr.
Oakland. CA 9461 1

CALIFORNIA ICot!r./
Tomalea Bay Kayak Club
Mike Fschenbach
P.O. Box 468
Pt. Reyes Sta.. CA 94956
RAFT Kayak School
Mike Snead
P.O. Box 682
Lotus. CA 95657
Alpine West
Lovering
1021 R St.
Sacramento, CA 95814

w om

COLORADO
CSU Whitewater Club
lames Stohl uist
Activities ~ n t r . . % n x411
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, C O 80533
Otem Jr. College Ree. Club
I. B. Rikhof
La Junta. C081050
CONNECTICUT
Appalachian Mt. Club
Cnnnecticut Chapter
John Kutchian
.WMeadowhrwk Rd.
Hamden. CTOh517
Water Works
P.O. Box I I I
Cornwdl Bridge. CT06754
Greenwich High School Kayak Club
David J. Moxhay. Adv.
10 Hillside. Rd.
Greenwich. CTOh830
DELAWARE
Buck Ridge Ski Club
Mark 'C'awcett
R.D. I Box 426 E
Arthur Dr.. Wellington Hills
Hnckessin. DE 19707
EORIDA
Indian P n i r i e F m
Ramone S. Eaton
P.O. Box 395
Anthony. FL 32617
GEORGIA
Gmrgia Canoeing Associalion
Cm'\ Division
Wm. Buhha Crnchet
2127 Decmond Dr.
Decatur. GA 30033
~ i vOutdoor
.
itters
I.S.U.
1209

Idnbo Alpine Club
Whitewater Coordinator
P.O. Box 2885
Idaho Falls, I D 83401
Northwest River Supplies
Bill Park,
P.O. Box 9243
Mowow. IU 83843
ILLINOIS
Chicago Whitewater Assoc.
Pamela Allen
54hO S. Ridgewood Ct.
C h i c a p IL hOh29

ILLINOIS / C o d
Belleville Whitewater Club
No. 3 Oakwood
Belleville. IL 62223

Wildfollnlry Wildanen (WWbn
203 S. Linden
Normal, I L 61761
Southern m.Canoe & Kayak
Aldon Addin on
R.R. 1. Box $3
Makunada. IL62958
KENTUCKY
The Vlkinp Canoe Club
~alsev~anford
h22 Maryhill La.
Louisville. KY 40207
S A G E S c h o o l of Outdoors
209E High St.
Lexington. KY 40.W7

LOUISIANA
Bayou Haystackers
Swie Latham
1829 Ca5a Calvo
New Orleans. LA 701 14

MAINE
Mattnw~unkeagWilderness Park
Robert Kelly, Park Manager
P.O. Box 104
- Mattawamkeag, M E 04459
Pmobseot Paddle & Cbowdcr Society
William F. Stearn?,
Box I21
Stillwater. ME04489

MARYLAND
Terrapin Trail Club
Bx. I 8 Student Union Bldp.
U. of Maryland
Collepe Park. M U 20742
Potomac River Paddlers
Sea Scout 1775
Jim Hill
18505 Kinchill Rd.
Germantown. M D 20767

Monocacy Canoe Club
Bor 108.3
Frederick. M U 21701
Mason-Dixon Canoe Cruisers
Ron Shanholtz
222 Pheasant Tr.
Hagerstown. M U 21740
MASSACHUSETTS
Hampshire College Outdoors Pmgram
Deborah Cole
Hampshire College. West St.
Amherst, MA OlOO2
Experiment with Travel Inc.
Box 2452
?XI Franklin St.
Springfield. MA 01 101
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MASSACHUSETTS lCont.1
Appalachian Mountain Club
Boston Chapter
5 Joy St.
Boston. M A 02l08
Kayak & Canoe Club o f Boston
Phil Temple
Bolton Rd.
Hnrv:ard. M A 01451
MICHIGAN
Raw Strength & Courage
Kayakers
Jerry Gluck
2185 Merchon Dr.
Ann Arhor. M I 48103
MINNESOTA
B I G Water Associates N o r t h
Ralph Beer
IOOOO Morean Ave. S. #12

-

N E W JERSEY /Conr.l
Mohawk Canoe Cluh
Dartcry Lewis
455 W. State St.
Trenton. NJ 08618
Rutgers University O u t d m r Club
RPO 291.1
New Brunswick. NJ 0890.1
N E W YORK
Appalachian MI. Club
New York Chapter
Emilie Pen11
145 Sheridan Avc.
Rosclle Park. NJ 07204
Kayak and Canoe Cluh of New York
FA Alexander. Rep.
6 Winslow Ave.
East Brunswick. NJ O88lh
N. Y. Whitewater Cluh
Roy G. Mercer
3286 N. She a d Ave.
~ilwaukee.!V153211
Sport Rites Cluh Inc.
K . '1.. LeClair
Bravtrw Park
Ossining. N Y 10562

B I G Water Associates - South
Rick C;o\tat\on
1W19 Oxhorough Rd.
Bloom~nelon.M N 5.S437
C-eders

Canoe & Kayak Club

MISSISSIPPI
P d d k Plubenh o e a o b
% Miss Ike Thomas
A l l Saints School
Vicksburg. MS 39180

Northern New York P d d k r s
Box 228
Schenectady. N Y 12301
Adimn&k Mt. a u b
Schenectady Chapter
Butt" Lou Bailey
Schuyler Ih. Nclherlands Village
Srhenvctady. NY I2308

MISSOURI
Arnold Whitewater Assoc.
John J. Schuh. Pre\.
490 Pine Ct.
Arnold. M O h.3010

Niagars Gorge Kayak Cluh
Doug Bu\hnell
41-17th SI.
Buffalo. N Y 1421.1
Adimndack M I . Cluh
Genesee Valley Chapter
John A. Rohcrrwn. Jr.
%ILzke Rd.
Webcter. N Y 145W

Central Missouri Slate University
Outing Cluh
Dr. 0. Hau kdey. Rep.
Warrenchur. M O 6409.1
Ozark Wilderness Waterways Club
P.O. Box I6032
Kansas City. M O 641 12

NORTH CAROLINA
Carolina Canoe Cluh
Toni Erikrnn
Box 901 1
Grcemhon,. NC 27408

MONTANA
Studies In Recreation
J ~ r Mcier
l
l k o t . of HPER
Unive;sity of Montana
Missool:t. M I 5 9 8 0 1

Watauga Whitcwster Club
Rirh;trd Furnian. M.1).
State Farm Rd.
Boone. NC 28h07
Haw River Paddle Shnp
21 I F.Main St.
Carrhom. NC 27510

N E W HAMPSHIRE
h d y a r d Canoe Club
P.O. Box 9
Hanover. NH03755

River Runners' Emporium
3575 H i l l * h < mRd.
Durham. NC 27705

Coos Count) Cruisers
C/OWeeks Memorial Library
Lancaster. N H 03584

Nantahdm Outdoor Center
John P. Kennedy
Star Route
Brayson City. NC28713

Nulhepla PuJdk Co.
I h ~ Haakln,
d
Bo\ ,381
N. Stratford. N H 03590
M t . Washington Valley
Canoe & Kayak Club
h u Armstrong
f l a x 675
N. Conway. N H 03860
N E W JERSEY

W&

Cmoe anb
Warren Yeisley
337 Herrick Ave.
Teaneck. NJ 07666

Murray H i l l Canoe Cluh
V. E. Bent*
Bell Lab,. Rm. 2C-360
Murray Hill. NJ 07974
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ClmpMde-Wwde
General Delivery
Sapphire. N C 28774
OHIO

Oregon Kayak & Canoe Club
Box 692
Portland. OR 97201
Suad.mrr E a p d l l l o m
14894 Galice Rd.
Merlin. O H 97532
Southern O m o n Kavak Cluh
chuck ~ch~urn~b;erger
P.O. Box 49
Rogue River, O R 97537
PENNSYLVANIA

E ~ k C.we
r
aub
Don Halper
R.R. 3. Box 347-A. Bucks Rd,
Mans. PA 16046
Slippen Rock State College
L. H. Heddleston. Director
Student Activitic\& Recreation
Slippery Rock. PA I W 5 7
Allegheny Canoe Club
Walter P i l c w k i
755 W. Spring St.
Titusvillc. PA 16354
Penn Slate Outing Cluh
John R. Swcct
I I 8 S. Buckhout St.
State College. P A 16801

EattI8bq A r a WllneWater a m b
P O . Bor 2525
Harrisburg. PA 17105
H d w n h a Corn. College
Outdoor Club
3300 Cameron St.
Harrisburg. PA 17110
Conewago Canoe Club
George F. Fipdorc
2267 Willow Rd.
York. PA 17404
Allentown Hiking Club
Bill Bevan
124 S. 16th St.
Allentown. PA I8102
Appalachian Trail Outfitters
29 S. Main SI.
Uovle*town. PA 18091
Appalachian MI. Club
Delaware Valley Chapter
Frud Cox
476 Kerr La.
Springticld. PA 190h4
Dauber Canoe & Kayak
Walter Daub
Box 59
Wa\hinpton Crossing. PA 18977
TENNESSEE
Tennessee h n i c Rivers Assoc.
Box 3104
Nashville. T N 37219
Sewanff Ski & Outing Club
Doug Cameron
University ofthe South
Sewanee. T N 37375
The Baylor School
Chatlanmga. T N 37401

Columbus Council, A Y H
lor .Frwrtav
1421 ingli\ ;i,e.
Columbus. OH 43212

Tennessee Valley Canoe Club
Geo. M . Marterre
Box 11125
Chattanooga. T N 37401

Keel-Haulers Canoe Cluh
John A. Kohak. Rep.
I649 Allen Dr.
Wc\tlake. O H 44145

Footsloggers
P.O. Box 3865 CRS
2220 N. Roan St.
Johnson Citv. T N 37601

Cuyahopa Canoe Club
Chuck A.rommond\
Box T
Mantua. O H 44255

E. Tenn. W W Club
Mike Holland
P.O. Box .w74
Oak Ridge. T N 37830

AWA Affiliates, continued
TENNESSEEICont.)
Chota Canoe Club
Box 8270 University Sta.
Knoxville, TN 37916
Bluff City Canoe Club
P.O. Box 4523
Memphis. TN 38104
TEXAS
Grert Fort Worth Sierra Club
River Touring Section
P.O. Box 1057
Fort Worth. T X 76101
Texas Explorers Cluh
Bob Burleson. Rep.
Box 844
Temple. TX 76501
Explorer Post 425
A. B. Millet1
708 Mercedes
Ft. Worth. TX 76126
Kayaks Limited
Larry A. Uailey
41 10 Markham St.
Houston, T X 77027
R & M Ouffltters
Maurene Hufford
2534 Teague
Houston, TX 77080
Whole Earth Pmvlsion Co.
2410 San Antonio
Austin. TX 78705
Texas Whitewater Association
Thomas B. Conden
P.O. Box 5264
Austin. TX 78763
UTAH
Wasatch Whitewater Assoc,
Chris Arthur Spelius
161 South 11 East
Salt Lake City. LlT84102
Wasatch Mountain Club
Jim Mason
51 1 S. 9th E.
Salt Lake City. UT84102
VTE Alnine a n h

VERMONT
Marlboro College Outdoor Program
Malcnm M m r e
Marlboro. VT 05344
Johnson Whitewater Club
Pamela C. Peckham
Box 649
Johnson State College
Johnson. VT 056%

Northem Vermont C a w c h i s e n
Richard P. Trudell
39 Franklin St.
Winooski, VT05404
Northeast Canoe Mtg.
Ed Parenteau, Sr.
284 Indian Point St.
Ncwport, VT05855
VIRGlNIA
Blue Ridge Voyageurs
Harry W. Patch Jr.
l6lO Woodmoor La.
McLean, VA 22101
c . a a ~ A 8 w c .

P.O.Box 572
Arlington, VA 22216

Coastel Canoeists. Inc.
Larry & Hope G r o , ~
P.O. Box 566
Richmond. VA 23204
Explorer Post 999
R. Steve Thomas. Ir.
3509 N. Colonial Dr.
Hopewell. VA 23860
WASHINGTON
Washington Kayak Club
Dave Hamilton
17318 30th A x . S.. #M2
Seattle. WA 98188
Pacific Water Sports
Lee A. Moyer
3273 S. 188th
Seattle. WA 98148
Universltg of Washington Canoe Club
intramural Activity Bldg.
Seattle. WA 98195
White Water Sports
Larry Iamieson
6820 Roosevelt Way N.E.
Seattle. WA 981 15
The Tacoma Mountaineers
Kpyak & Canoe Comm.
Bob Hammond
3512 Crystal Spg.
Tacoma. WA 98466
Desert Kayak & Canoe Club
Larry E. Thomas
450 Mateo Ct.. Richland. WA 99352
WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia Wildwater A.sor.
ldair Smmkler
2737 Daniels Ave.
S. Charleston, WV 25303
Wildwater Expeditions Unllmlted, Inc.
P.O. Box 55
Thurmond, WV 25936

WEST VIRGINIA (Cant.)
Canoe A s w . of West Virginia
Herbert C. Rogers, Res.
lll-18th St. East
Wheeling. WV 26003
WISCONSIN
Sierra Cluh
John Muir Chapter
Rosemary & David Wehnes
2604 N. Murray Ave.. # 107
Milwaukee. WI 5321 1
Wisconsin Whitewater River Runners
Dennis Slater. Ir.
5530 W. Cold Spring Rd.
Milwaukee, WI 53220
Wisconsin Hwfers Outing a u h
Wis. Union Directorate
80 Langdon St.
Madison, WI 53706
Fond D u Lac Voyagema Clwe Cluh
Rt. 2 Box l l -A Ed wood Lawns
Malone, ~ ! ? 5 3 0 4 9

CANADA
Edmonton Whitcxalcr Paddlers
P . 0 H.w 411' 5. Edmnnr.rn P O .
FAnlon~cmZlherla
C'dnxId

ThF-458

Ontario Voyageurs Kayak Club
1. G. Shragge
I 16 St. Germaln Ave.
Ontario. Canada M5M 1W1

NEW ZEALAND
Canoe Camping Ltd.
112 Ohiro Bay Parade
Wellington 2. New Zealand
Gishome Canoe & Tramping Club
Tony Geard, Box 289
Gisborne. New Zealand
Nelson Canoe a u h
Box 793
Nelson, New Zealand

PERU
South American Explomrs' a u h
Robt. Cook
Casilla 3714
Lima 1, Peru

SWITZERLAND
Kanu Club Zurich
Otto Kosma
8008 Zurich
Dufourstr. 3
Switzerland

